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Here, the price of  things depends on the colour of  your skin. 
Whether you get a house depends on the colour of  your skin.  
How people speak to you depends on the colour of  your skin.

Conversations with students and young people revealed the many contestations 
that shape experiences in the city. These contestations play out differently for 
each of  us, depending on the colour of  our skin, the languages we speak, the 
religion we believe in, our surnames, who we choose to love, the work we do, 
and where we live. These collisions give shape and form to our identities: how 
we define ourselves in relation to others, where our identities are situated, how 
they are historically constructed, and how they shift in subtle and explicit ways. 

The map of  India is wrong. The only part of  my identity I am sure of  is that of  being 
Kashmiri.  I grew up with an Indian flag in my room. It’s still there,  

I keep trying to take it off, but it is stuck.

I Live Here is a creative lab for questions and perspectives on identity and difference 
with young people in Bangalore. Together, we hope to produce versions of  
identity that are attentive to its inherent flux and yet, conscious of  its histories. 
We hope to learn to listen more closely to what we hear. The silence within the 
clamor, the noise in our own heads, the residues in our communication. We hope 
to deepen our own politics, of  practice and of  being to acknowledge difference 
in understanding ourselves in relation to the other. We are facilitating this process 
through sound, cinema, performance and other creative practices.

We imagine I Live Here as a dynamic process that can enable young people to 
reflect critically on their own lives, interactions with other and their surroundings. 
A space large enough to accommodate many renditions of  ‘Here’, yet quiet 
enough to pay attention to each particularity and contradiction. A proliferation 
of  voice, not as a token of  diversity but a political imperative, to tussle with 
multiple expressions and experiences of  identity. 

My identity is a dot. I start somewhere, and then I find other dots, moving outward from me, 
in concentric circles. Sometimes these dots overlap and intersect to form Venn diagrams. We 

are always located somewhere in between our individual and collective identities.

Angarika Guha 
maraa 

October, 2017
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Resistance against those who killed you,
is expressing itself  through the enraged cries of  a thousand hearts.

The lines pouring out of  the pens from the thousand hearts say
I am Gauri.

Gauri is not dead.
She will never die.

She now is the life that breathes through all our hearts.
She is the star that never sets.

She has become the light of  an ideal.
She has surrendered to immortality.

She has become a soul mate.

Everything is precisely how you imagined it. You’re satisfied. You 
made it after all. Maybe.

Everything slows down. Everything becomes misty, a blur. Everything 
starts changing. The change is familiar. Why? You’ve been here before. 
When? You look closely. It somewhat looks like one of  your paintings. 
Where black and grey, with a hint of  red take over the whole canvas. 
It’s growing into something more familiar. More like the recurring 
nightmare you’ve been having since you were nine. In the distance 
you hear someone calling out your name with a sense of  longing. Like 
a long lost lover. Desperate to reunite. The voice too, feels familiar. 
Why? You impulsively respond, strangely sounding equally desperate. 
Struggling to look through the growing fog, a dark figure walks out. 
Reaching out to you, arms wide open. “Welcome home. Welcome back”, he 
says.

Relapse
-Shah Iflah-

For Gauri, with love
-Rajeshwari Krishnamurthy-
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Hello sir, could you tell us what
language you speak?

Hello sir, my name is Yash Chaudhary
I just wanted to know a little 
about your national heritage please?

Excuse me Ma’am, could you please
tell me where you live?

Is there any way I can ever
find who I really am?

Bro, half  the time I feel like I 
don’t fucking belong anywhere.

It’s like I’m trying to get what it is, but...

Nannage Kannada baralla.
Kalitahidini.

Hello
-Ashwin Pantula-

-Cikander-
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There’s an entangled set of  wires that hang between two poles outside my 
window. The wires are in a chaotic world of  their own, mirroring the lands 
beneath them. I’m certain that nobody can tell one apart from the other. I 
live here.

The man who rides the cycle rickshaw wears a blue shirt and trousers that 
are rolled up to his knees. I ask him where I can buy today’s newspaper. He 
does not understand my question. I live in the incomprehension.

There are bodies pressed against mine on the daily commute. Sweat, 
exhaustion and the longing to get home a little bit faster. Where I live does 
not matter in this multitude.

I walk back through the market at the end of  the day and those who ply 
their wares on the pavement are packing up. I get curious stares, and I stare 
curiously back. I live in the strangeness of  different cities. I do not live here. 

Here suggests a definiteness that cannot be applied to the silences that creep 
in after goodbyes have been said. For, I live in those silences.

Here lies in several fragments, scattered in cities and people, in carefully 
preserved photographs and handwritten notes that have begun to fade and 
fray at the edges, in languages that I do not understand and cannot speak.

With all the places and people and snippets it can hold, I wonder if  here is a 
word that feels tired sometimes.

Stranger
-Abhinaya Hargovind-

-Cikander-
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Dearest Chrysso,
About ten days ago I left Bangalore, tired and quite sick, and traveled to this great 
eastern coast, whose vastness and silence and sky ought to make me well again. 

But I arrived during a long period of  rain; this is the first day, it has begun to 
let up over the restlessly blowing landscape, and I am taking advantage of  this 

moment of  brightness to greet you...
The earth is finishing its final bend around this fuming sun and just like that  
365 days have gone by...How can I start telling you, what orbits my world?

This year was pertinent. But I evaded its ordinariness. I tried to give few ideas 
some shape but they live mutated in that state, like an unsure adolescent. I tired to 
grow a garden and now in it are tomatoes, chillies, mint and even a shrub named 

cypress. It reminds me of  your grandmother.

This distance from your island is very finite. I know I can’t just find you for a 
dance or a drink.

I know I can’t walk with you or go to the races. I know I need to write, to find 
you elsewhere at a different midnight hour.

Much love
y

-Yashaswini BR-

-Ashwini Kumar Chakre-
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Do chemicals shape selves as we interact with each 
other while remembering our past?
-Ashwin Pantula-

La Jetée, a short film, made me realise that it could. 
It helped lift off  a rocket of  stress that I’d accumulated near my shoulders. 

While I was thinking through a conversation, the white noise in the background 
reminded me of  how every metropolitan city was just the same.

Like two arms of  a windmill,
we keep chasing each other

while doing our jobs.
Work will set us free. 

 I still remember my SWOT analysis,
and how naked I’d felt throughout

your eyes never leaving mine,
mine never leaving all your cats,

your horses, houses, trains,
your fake, enchanting world

that I kept getting sucked into
with each pose that I struck.

Work has not set me free.
I wanted to be the shite of  art,

the site of  creation,
the body on which magicians

like you
fed and rested.

I wanted to be so loud
that I spoke through your work.

I wanted to be alive,
to cut your tongue in half

every time you took a break
just to kiss my pose to death

Like two arms of  a windmill,
we will never meet.

This illusory freedom 
is slightly addictive, though.
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-Sourav Roy-
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I am waiting for an auto.
Where are you from, he asks?
I hesitate, reluctant to unfold my map.
I would like to erase my own coordinates and abscond from my location.
I could enter each day, a tourist.
(what privilege, she had said with derision)
It’s no use, my accent has given me away.
Anyway.

Now, we are sitting in a circle on the floor.
He speaks of  trouble on the streets. I ask him about the ongoing strike 
and he is irritated,
It is not a strike, it is a struggle, and it is indefinite.
Who does the land belong to? Depends on who you ask.
He speaks with conviction, though he lives many kilometres and 
generations away.
Here is haunted by the absence of  there.

Tomorrow?
The house in front will fall to its knees.
I will meet her, afraid of  what she will show me.
meticulous documentation of  violence,
Toward the other, to assure the self. 
(meanwhile, “what’s the point”? 
gentle dismissals over breakfast.)

And in the evening, he will call me, to tell me,
Of  songs sung and battles fought.
Of  homes erased and people lost.
Kehne ko bahut hai, kisko hum kahe?
Leaving me with a hurried necessity of  meeting
And strong memories of  experiences I have never had.
And I will pick myself  up, piece by piece.
(Learning from the puddles and the shadows.)
For, I live here.
amidst
distortions and refractions.
concealments and admissions.
The weight of  today, in anticipation of  tomorrow,
awake and dreaming.

Yesterday,
there was a thunderstorm.
we walked down the road, a long stretch of  concrete mirror
in which our reflections remained inconsistent.
with each step we became,
small and large, crooked and vast.
We had a few drinks, and the liquid in our tummies made us feel lighter,
Suspending our bodies in the night sky
Our words spun on a carousel
As we spoke about the desire to remember and the urgency to forget.
I said difference was innate and you responded with a verse by Kabir.
We made a list of  all the slogans we heard during recent protests
and debated allegiance an
d hypocrisy.
I spoke of  assertion and you dwelled on silence.
We stepped into yellow pools of  light,
And they spoke back, in soft splashes.
Our voices grew tired, with the load of  the day,
And we walked on,
Incomplete and unresolved.

Today.
the news announces itself  crassly.
It arrives in a gush of  blame.
The emails read like one long obituary.
Followed by a stale exchange of  despair.

(Outside the window,
They are digging up the road again.)

To be continued 
-Angarika-
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Read Aloud
-Ekta-
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A kiss blown to Emily D
-Gabi Schaffner-

I don’t live here: I am a stranger in this city. There are many shades 
to the concept of  a stranger; the visitor, the intruder, the guest, 
the immigrant, the ex-pat, the traveller, and more.  Strangeness is 
a fruit with many tastes, shapes and colours. From bitter to sweet. 
From carcass to cake. From black or brown to white or yellow… or 
orange for this instance. 

Hello.
I am nobody. 
And who are you?
I am nobody too.

The first “strange” things I noticed in Bangalore were the fleshy 
orange flowers of  the tulip trees that covered the pavement almost 
everywhere. The second was the omnipresent ear piercing sound 
of  car horns in the roads, and the third thing that struck me as 
very unfamiliar were the piles of  waste sitting patiently, trodden on, 
kicked over, picked at and awaiting further processing in any corner, 
of  any corner. After that: the great number of  very peaceful dogs 
and cows. 
Hello? 
Hello.
Moo!

In Germany we know that the cow is considered sacred in India 
Yet it is the mix of  sacredness and indifference that gives these 
apparitions their strangely surprising presence.  Being a traveller, 
identity is no great issue to contemplate. Being a traveller one knows 
about distance and difference. It is what our eyes, minds and souls 
feed on and it is totally relative. 

Who is I? 
Where are you from?
It is totally relative. 
Woof, Woof!

If  one would go crazy for example, in a foreign country: you’d notice? 
Stripped naked in a foreign country, who would know who you are? 
Otherwise, without knowing about “the other” there is no “me”. They 
are interchangeable. Then again, identity can be a burden. As much as 
it gives you something you belong to, at times you don’t want to belong. 
The number of  things that seem “strange” diminishes until – eventually 
– all of  them have faded into familiarity. 

Who is I?  
Do you know who I am?
Being a traveller.

“I Live Here” is a statement I would apply to any place, where I can 
be at ease with myself  and my perceptions. Where my fingers rest 
comfortably on a keyboard and nobody threatens to take me away. 
Where I am safe for the night. Yet here in Bangalore, there are things I 
dearly miss. Most of  it being the perfume of  first autumn days in Middle 
Europe, a mixture of  hoar frosted, rotting leaves and sweet apples. 

So while I live here at the moment, in my dreams at times, I live in a 
different place. knowing that this place is not for real. 

Hello? 
Hello.
Where are you from?

Identity, I think, cannot be regarded as something that is fully “whole”. 
It has flaws - missing bits, embedded particles that reflect the sun like 
fools gold. It changes and grows, it might even shrink. There are hollows, 
some of  them even containing soil and seed pods. Identity is sometimes 
rained on, especially in the monsoon season. And sometimes it loses all 
weight and sense of  self  and place, for example when one is falling in 
love. In death it is accomplished.  But probably not before. And this pair 
of  eyes behind the looking glass.
Maybe we should take the mirrors down.

Who is I? 
Hello?
Do you know who I am?

Maybe we should take the mirrors down.

18 19
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-Cikander-
Music from Africa: A song from my village. 

I never went there, but someone showed me. You can ask; why did you never go there ?

I’ll say, because my parents don’t allow me.

“Daddy, I want to go to our village, to learn our mother tongue, to know more about our culture.” 

“No, Daniel, What you need to learn is French, that’s all. Be good in that. You will get a good job.” 

Like you, I’d like to make my father proud of  me. Not for biscuits and toys, but only to 
see him, watching me with a smile and say, “Daniel, I’m proud of  you”. 

So I started learning French, I am very good in writing and speaking French. 

Years passed away, I’m still alive, people have died around me.

And that time, that day, when I went to the burial, I felt the pain. People who were there 
spoke, but not in French, in our mother tongue. And when I asked them to translate, 
they were surprised.

“Really, you don’t speak your mother tongue ? Yes, I don’t but I’m good in French..

Bro, we are not in France here, we are in Ivory coast, go to France!”

Then, they called me a French speaker. Like a curse.

Even my mother, sometimes wants to talk to me, to warn me, but in front of  our guests, 
she can’t speak in French. (You see, everybody will understand). I could see through her eyes.

Why God, didn’t we teach our mother tongue to him?  

Where are you father? You are proud of  me but not my people. 

They called me a French speaker. 

Yes I speak French but before they came and colonized us, we had our mother tongue.  
They taught me French but who will teach them our mother tongue? I like seeing my 
people in the evening under trees, singing songs. These songs are emotional because 
they are from our blood, our heart. You can speak French, English, Arabic, Spanish. But 
you can never speak like the people for whom these languages are their mother tongues.

They called me French speaker, 

But I’m not a French speaker, 

I’m a cultural speaker. 

They Called Me French Speaker
-Tao Daniel-
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-Anushi Agrawal-
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-Cikander-
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-Cikander-
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Chill.
-Nithila M.K.-

I can feel my head buzz. There’s a steady vibration that I can feel but not hear; 
I imagine it sounds like a hum. I can feel it spreading it down my body, all the 
way to my toes. It’s making me rock gently back and forth, and making my feet 
feel like they shouldn’t be touching the cold tiles on the floor.
 
I had two discussions with two friends about two different topics but my mind 
feels like it’s slowly falling apart in infinite directions. Each thought a particle, 
each idea a dot, they are buzzing away from each other and not coming 
together coherently. It frustrates me and makes me wish I could hold my 
hands to my head and push the pieces back together again.
 
The words I’m thinking, the words I’m feeling, don’t flow from my mind to 
my fingers and onto the keyboard even as I seem to type with confidence.
 
I’m still rocking back and forth. I like the sound the anklets on my feet make 
when I walk, the sound of  the bells reminds of  the anklets I used to wear 
when I was a child and would walk around just to hear that sound. The anklets 
and the rain outside, they go together, they resonate. Add to that the sound of  
water flowing from the tap as I wash my face, hoping to put those dots back in 
their place by pressing water to my face. Wishing the water would go through 
my flesh and surround all those buzzing little dots and keep them in place and 
stop me from rocking.
 
I feel light headed. There isn’t a brain in my head, there are infinite little 
vibrating particles that I wish I could put together. But at the same time, I feel 
heavy. Heavy with the burden of  having to decide, heavy with the burden of  
holding my stance, heavy with the burden of  having a stance.
 
My head is light enough to fly away, but it’s also heavy enough to stay put and 
have to deal with this.

I will not kill so that I can feast on cream
I will drink gruel and learn to love

With love
I will try to blend harmony into the cream

On facebook
you recoil from the image...I am only the dead body of  an old woman

But my thoughts are tender saplings, taking root...
I am dead because of  you.

But you will be swept away in this surging sea of  protest
like the insignificant insects on its waves.

-Rajeshwari Krishnamurthy-
Translations by Madhu Bhushan
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Writers
Rajeshwari Krishnamurthy: She often ponders about the chaos around her. Gauri and 
she used to dance together. She recently graduated from Bangalore University, and is an 
active member of  the Karnataka Vidhyarthi Sanghatane, a student union in Karnataka and 
lives with her girlfriends.

Shah Iflah: There’s a deafening silence and a war within me, seeking asylum in words of  
others. She wishes to meet the great end in autumn in (free) Kashmir. Iflah is a student of  
Political science and History at Mount Carmel college, Bangalore. 

Cikander: He teaches literature by day and turns to books and cinema when everyone is 
fast asleep. He confronts his own beasts in light of  tragic happenings in the world through 
his poetry secretly. Cikander does not care much about his writings after they have been 
written.

Ashwin Pantula: He sings his way through most days and strongly believes that 
unconditional love can solve most things. Ashwin likes being happy. He studies Law, at 
National Law School, Bangalore.

Abhinaya Hargovind: She is fascinated by stories, their telling, retelling and absorption. 
In the story she considers her own, she live in some perpetual state of  in between-ness, in 
the restless land between cities, thoughts and homes. She recently graduated with a Degree 
in History from St. Stephens College in Delhi and is currently trying to figure out the ways 
in which the world of  journalism works. 

Gabi Schaffner: She works as an interdisciplinary artist and curator in the field 
of  visionary documentation, ethnography and sound art. Her media are radio, 
text, storytelling and photography. She has realized international productions with 
deutschlandfunk kultur, BBC and ABC Australia and is active in the Berlin free radio scene 
as a field recordist and program maker. Gabi’s own radio project is called Datscha Radio. 

Ashwini Kumar Chakre: He is a theatre maker who is trying manage his life, trying not 
to react much to things happening around. Ashwini is the founder  of  Mashaal, a theatre 
group based in Bangalore. 

Yashaswini B.R: She recently completed her MA in Sound Art and Design (IED) at the 
Royal College of  Arts, London and is currently working on independent film and sound 
projects. 

Sourav Roy: He is a Hindi poet. He is the editor of  Karnakavita, an anthology of  Hindi 
poems based in Bangalore, published by Atta Galatta. Sourav can be found researching 
Asian poetry, and translating selected poems  in Hindi.

Angarika Guha: She is learning the meaning of  ‘lost in translation’. Angarika works at 
maraa and initiated and manages the I Live Here process.

Ekta Mittal:  She wonders if  something is uttered, out loud, will its essence change? She 
is a co-founder of  maraa and has been working there since 2008. She also makes films on 
labour, cities and ghosts.  
Tao Daniel: Life is like a book where everyone wants to write. Daniel wants to write 
his page, to make the world better. He believes, we cannot change the world, but we can 
change someone in the world, who will change someone else. Daniel is from Ivory Coast 
and currently works as a radio jockey and an artist in Bangalore.

Anushi Agrawal: She likes to listen and tell stories, talk about dreams and hallucinations. 
These days she is excited about discovering the world through sound. She works in maraa, 
as a researcher and facilitator with several community radio stations across South Asia. 

Tasneem Lohani: She is an observer. She quietly absorbs everything around her; good or 
bad. This makes her also, a teller. She speaks when she most certainly must. She graduated 
with a Bachelors’ Degree in Visual Arts from Chennai and is currently engaged with all 
things creative.

Nithila M.K: She lives in Bangalore and studies Science in St. Joseph’s College. As part 
of  the I Live Here, she is interested in exploring ideas of  identity as a young student in 
these chaotic times.
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